Repair Kit
An item you may wish to consider adding to your group gear is a simple repair kit. Repair kits are
typically small and lightweight and with any item of group gear – spread the load (also eliminates single
points of failure). Repair kits are generally customized based on the type of trip you are planning, day
trips very sparse and overnight or very secluded trips more extensive.
A suitable repair kit often provides the following benefits:
•
•
•
•

Mitigates issues before they cause more major problems
Helps avoid leaving trash on our waterways
May help to avoid injuries
Improves the trip experience

Analyze Past Experiences
The first step in designing a repair kit is a brain dump exercise. Think about issues your group has had on
past trips:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broken Backband
Lost Drain Plug
Loose Fittings
Garment tears
Boat cracking or significant leaking
Broken Paddle
Etc.

Everyone’s list will be quite different as we all paddle different venues.

Multiple Uses
Now that we understand potential issues, lets look at gear we are already carrying – avoid duplication.
The typical pin kit has accessory cord and webbing, both of which can potentially replace/repair
backbands or Jackson Boat cord assemblies when they break. Many paddlers wrap bright colored duct
tape on their paddle shaft for minor repairs (and to make the paddle easier to locate underwater). We all
carry other thinner cord and various fasteners to secure our gear.

Some Ideas for a Specialized Repair Kit
First off there is no magic repair kit that works for everyone, everyone has different needs. Here are some
common ingredients:
•
•

Multi-Purpose Tool
Your specific fastener tool for your boat – there are a wide variety of hex fittings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wine cork, especially those with a plastic knob (to replace a lost drain plug)
Duct Tape or Gorilla Tape (garment and boat repair)
Thin cord (backbands and Jackson Boat Repairs)
Small Flashlight
Waterproof Matches and Firestarter
Nylon thread and a Carpet Needle (garment repairs)
Aquaseal
Space Blanket (may be in your First Aid Kit)
Zipper Lubricant (especially for Winter Paddling)
Folding Camp Saw, Stainless Steel Blade (cuts boats, paddles, firewood, etc.)

This is an example of a repair kit I have used for decades for day trips:

Conclusion
A suitable repair kit can quickly turn a bad problem around making the rest of the day far more enjoyable.
In some cases, quick field repairs can help prevent hypothermia, provide shelter, or avoid lots of swims
due to a broken backband or missing drain plug.

